I [f!fl€GA~ Play
#105, 10110 - 82 Avenue
Edmonton , Alberta
T6E 1Z4
Dear lntellivision Owner:

ACTION, ARCADE, SPACE
Masters of the Universe

Treasure of Tarmin

The popular action figure series now
comes to life in an action-packed video
game. This Masters of the Universe game
offers the challenge, adventure and excitement that's made the real action television
series such a hit across the country.
ITEM #JAAA
$27 .95

You've found the secret map to the underground lair of the dreaded Minotaur. You can
go in, but you'll never come .out u.nless y~u
slay the Minotaur and claim his Tarmin
treasure. As you make your way through the
hallways and chambers, monsters wield their
conventional or spiritual weapons. You must
gather the proper defenses enroute. But use
them sparingly, the Minotaur looms closer!
ITEM #JAAB
$29 .95

Challenging Games ... Realistic Graphics ... Exciting Action ... That 's what your
lntellivision is all about.
And to get the most enjoyment out of your lntellivision , you need the game
cartridges that best suit your interest. That's what we are here for.
Trade & Play has been commissioned by INTV to support lntellivision
owners through direct mail.
As you will see in our catalog , we are dedicated to bringing you one of the
best selections of lntellivision products available .
And this is just the beginning! As an lntellivision owner, you will be the
first to receive future catalogs featuring more products for your lntellivision as
well as exciting new products that INTV is currently developing .
Remember, Trade & Play is your most convenient source for lntellivision
products. We are as close as your telephone or your corner mailbox. And
you can feel good about dealing with Trade & Play. All of the products we
sell carry full manufacturer's warranties, in addition to our customer satisfaction policy which is outlined below.
Take some time to browse through this second issue of our catalog, we
~ hink you 'll like what you see . If you have any comments or suggestions on
now we can better serve you, do not hesitate to drop us a line.

Sincerely,

Trade & Play

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
We guarantee our products to be free from
defects and operate properly. If any item is
defective, just return it to us within 30 days of
receipt for a prompt replacement. Only returns
in new condition, complete with original
packaging materials will be accepted.

For your convenience in placing an
order or asking a question

CALL TOLL FREE
(800) 661-8891
Monday-Friday - 6 AM-6 PM
Mountain Standard Time
To order by mail , use convenient
order form enclosed or write to:
TRADE & PLAY
#105, 10110 - 82 Avenue
Edmonton , Alberta
T6E 1Z4

Shark! Shark!

Advanced Dungeons & Dragons
Cloudy Mountain

It's survival of the fittest in the deep, dark
waters of the ocean . And you're just a little
fish! You must eat smaller fish to stay alive
and grow. But you're not the only one struggling for survival. Bigger fish are out to eat
you. Beware, the most feared predator of all
is on your tail. Shark, Shark! One- or twoplayer action .
ITEM #JAAD
$19 .95

The treasure sits within Cloudy Mountain
-just beyond dense forests, forbidden gates
and a raging river. To complete your quest,
you must gather the proper tools and weapons hidden in mountain labyrinths. But
each uncharted maze is revealed to you only
a few steps at a time. And the dragon can't
wait to see you!
ITEM #JAAC
$19 .95

'iJ' Order by phone. Call toll free (BOO) 661-8891
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ACTION, ARCADE, SPACE
Bump 'N' Jump

Mission X

The wackiest thing to happen to driving
since rush hour! You're racing down the
highway, but there's a traffic jam up ahead .
You can bump the cars out of the way, or
jump them to score points. But slow drivers
aren't the only hazards on the road! You must
jump over water and debris dropped in your
path by dumptrucks. And beware of the reckless driver! Get out of enough jams and you
can stop at the gas station for a fill-up.
ITEM #JAAE
$27.95

You're flying a top secret bombing raid over
enemy territory. Your mission: To wipe out the
enemy battleships, tanks, artillery guns and
bridges that come into view as you sweep
over the country. Watch out for enemy flak
and gunfire! Touch down and go at it again .
Fly during the day, or attempt a dangerous
night mission.
ITEM #JAAF
$27.95

Sewer Sam

Blockade Runner

There's trouble down below! As the City
Works Department's ace troubleshooter,
you've been commissioned to go down into
the sewer system to investigate. Armed with
only your trusty six-shooter, you'll need all
your cunning to work your way through the
maze and discover what's going on .
ITEM #JAAG
$19 .95

You are in control of 4 transport starships
whose vital mission is to transport needed
supplies to Earth through hostile territory.
Enemy aliens, asteroids, deadly plasma rays
and explosive space mines detour your
route. Hurry, there's no time to waste.
ITEM #JAAH
$19 .95

~Order by phone. Call toll free (BOO) 661-8891
4

ACTION, ARCADE, SPACE
Lock 'N' Chase

Burgertime

A fast-action chase game as you maneuver your thief through the maze, picking up
coins and other treasures. Billy-club swinging cops are in hot pursuit, but you can
temporarily escape them by locking gates
behind you . The longer you survive, the more
valuable the treasures become. One or two
players.
ITEM #JAAJ
$19 .95

As the burger chef, you're out to build
delicious hamburgers. As you run through
the colorful maze assembling the ingredients, nothing can stop you . Except menacing
hot dogs and pickles that are out to ruin the
meal! Bury them under beef patties, lettuce
and buns. Or, knock them out with pepper.
Build four burgers and you're on to the
next level.
ITEM #JAAK
$27.95

It's all here! The sounds, skills, hits and
misses of the real thing. There's bumpers,
flippers, targets and even a "tilt" feature. Work
your way up through 3 screens, each with a
different playing set-up.
ITEM #JAAL
$27.95

An exciting version of the popular LocoMotion arcade game. You're the engineer
deftly guiding your train through scrambled
track. You must put the right tracks together
to help the train continue safely on its way to
pick up passengers. And , you must avoid the
crazy train! Non-stop fun as you race to beat
the time schedule.
ITEM #JAAM
$19 .95
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EDUCATION, STRATEGY

EDUCATION, STRATEGY
Math Fun

Word Fun

Royal Dealer

You'll go ape over this math exercise. Race
your clever gorilla against the clock , or
against a friend solving math problems as
you run along the river bank. You must answer the problem to get by the wild animals in
your way. If you miss, you're in the water and
you have to solve a problem to get out.
ITEM #JABA
$14.95

Learning to spell can be fun with three
great games in one. Crosswords has you
weaving words in and out of each other. Word
Hunt has little monkeys hunting through the
jungle in search of missing letters. Word
Rocket has you blasting vowels into the sky
to make words out of clouds of consonants.
Monkey around with words while you improve vocabulary skills. Not for use with
lntellivision II .
ITEM #JABB
$14.95

The best card game in town. Play Hearts,
Rummy, Gin Rummy and Crazy Eights
against one, two or three computer-controlled opponents. The computer deals the
cards and keeps track of the score. The rest
is up to you . Sure beats Solitare!
ITEM #JABE
$12.95

•

r ~ ...

Las Vegas
Poker & Blackjack
All the flavor and color of casino card
games right down to the shifty-eyed dealer.
Play five-card stud or draw and seven-card
stud poker. Or, play casino style blackjack.
Whichever you choose, you're still up against
one tough dealer. He raises, drops, even
bluffs! Hold onto your wallet. One or two
players.
ITEM #JABF
$10.95

T

TURH:3

ACCESSORIES

Las Vegas Roulette

USCF*CHESS

This one's programmed with all the chance
and thrills of the casino tables! It's a party
game with the excitement of a Vegas junket.
You could parlay your chips into a fortune, or
the wheel of chance might pass you by.
Either way, it's hours of casino-style fun for
one or two players.
ITEM #JABG
$12.95

Here's a stimulating new way to play the
ultimate game of strategy whether you 're
a novice, intermediate or master.
• 9 skill level challenges
• Timed intervals
• One or two player game
ITEM #3412

$17.95

'i:order by phone. Call toll free (800) 661-8891
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IntelIi vision I Hand Control .Matrix

$10.00

lntellivision II Hand Control

$19.95

TV Game Switch

$ 5.00

Video Cables

$ 5.00

Service parts also available
Repair service available upon request
Call today for more information

NEW TITLES AVAILABLE IN NOVEMBER

WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP
BASEBALL
You 're the home team in blue , engaged
in the most realistic home video baseball
game around . You 've got to hit the fastbreaking curve balls or smoking fastballs .
But don 't pop up, th is game features fly
balls as well as grounders. You can also
steal bases and kick up a cloud of dust as
you slide into the bag . Nine innings of
action-packed fun , for one or two players .
Play ball!
ITEM #5789
$34.95

MYSTIC CASTLE
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ORDER NOW TO AVOID
DISAPPOINTMENT

~Order by

Armour Battle
Beauty & Beast

Lady Bug
Night Stalker
Swords & Serpents
Reversi
Star Wars (Empire)

TM

Space Battle
Star Strike

Sharp Shot
Snafu
Sea Battle
Sub Hunt
Super Cobra
Tron Deadly Discs
Tron (Maze-A)
Triple Action
Tutankham
Utopia
Zaxxon

GOLF

1
$94.95

$19.95
$10.95
$19.95
$12.95
$24.95
$24.95
$12.95
$24.95
$10.95
$24.95
$10.95
$10.95

Atlantis

Frog Bog
Fathom

A whimsical new medieval fantasy
game. You 're the knight in sh ining armor
on your quest for survival. Your journey
takes you through the enchanted forest
where three dragons wait with heated
breath . Then , through a castle maze with
three wicked wizards . Finally to a dark and
dreary dungeon where the three demons
present your final challenge .
ITEM #4469
$34.95

~

'.t

Other INTELLIVISION Games Available
(not illustrated}

Stand steady at the tee ... head down .. . slow backswing. Now.
drive your tee shot 220 yards dOINn the fairway, splitting a pair of
sandtraps. Loft a five iron onto the green. And sink a twenty foot
putt for a birdiel
You control the
swing and aim
throughout 9 championship quality holes.
The fairways and
greens are beautifully
manicured. but the
sand traps are deep ...
and the rough is ...
rough I
• Up to four players
• 9 holes
• 9 clubs
• Realistic sound effects
ITEM #1816

$19.95

phone. Call toll free (800) 661-8891

8
9

$12.95
$12.95
$14.95
$14.95
$24.95
$12.95
$12.95
$14.95
$24.95
$14.95
$21.95

SPORTS

SPORTS

Baseball

Football

Motorcross

Auto Racing

You control major league action through
nine innings. Balls, strikes, hits, RBl's, double
plays, even stolen bases! Baseball excitement just like the big leagues. The computer
keeps score. Excellent graphics.
ITEM #JACA
$19.95

This game of strategy and skill has all the
refinements of real gridiron play. Choose
from 180 offensive and defensive plays. You
call the signals-pass, punt, fake. Try an end
run . Drive for a touchdown! The computer
keeps track of both the time and the score.
Two-player action.
ITEM #JACB
$17.95

Welcome to the breakneck world of motocross. Your bike kicks up dirt as you struggle
through a course with endless twists and
turns, treacherous hills and hazards waiting
at every turn. Race against an opponent or
against the computer. Or watch the computer
race against itself. You can even design your
own race course with customized curves and
straightaways. Bikers, start your engines!
ITEM #JACE
$29 .95

Get ready for the ride of your life. Pick one
of five different race cars and five different
courses to test your reflexes. There are
ponds, trees, hairpin turns and obstacles to
slow you down . But you're racing against a
computer clock, so step on it! One or two
players.
ITEM #JACF
$19 .95

Basketball

Soccer

Tennis

Horse Racing

Your two teams square off for the jump ball.
It's tipped to you! Fake, dribble, break, drive
in for a slam dunk! Play four quarters plus
overtime on a twenty-four second clock. The
computer keeps score during all the lifelike
action . Two player competition .
TEM #JACC
$17 .95

You pivot, whirl and pass back and forth to
your teammates dribbling toward the wary
goalie as your opponent tries to hem you in.
Suddenly you spot an opening and go for it.
Another goal! The computer keeps track.
Great sound effects and realistic action .
ITEM #JACO
$17 .95

All the tension and excitement of Wimbledon grips you, as you serve deep into the
backcourt. Then you return a lob with a
smashing backhand, just out of reach of your
opponent's outstretched racquet. It's a game
of skill, dexterity, cunning and wits. And
plenty of practice!
ITEM #JACG
$19 .95

You , and up to five other players, pick your
ponies and place your bets. There are ten
different races. Even exactas, tool It takes a
true handicapper and lots of luck to come out
a winner.
ITEM #JACH
$14 .95

-'B Order by phone. Call toll free (BOO) 661-BB91
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Order by phone. Call toll free (BOO) 661-BB91
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SPORTS
Boxing

Alpine Skiing

This one takes finely-tuned reflexes. Feint,
duck, block, jab and go for the knockout!
Each punch uses up precious energy and it
takes plenty of stamina to go the distance.
Fifteen rounds, six different boxers, four skill
levels. A challenging two-player game.
ITEM #JACJ
$17 .95

There's a downhill race and a break-neck
slalom course to challenge your skills. Along
with plenty of moguls, trees and jumps. But
don't take time to watch the scenery, you're
racing against the clock and up to five competitors. Beautiful video snowscapel
ITEM #JACK
$19 .95

INtEW\/OiCE.
VOICE SYNTHESIS MODULE
Add an entirely new dimension to
your lntellivision experience. Human
Speech! The lntellivoice module simply
plugs into your Master Component. Plug
in one of the special lntellivoice game
cartridges (shown below) and suddenly simulated human voices are barking commands,
relaying crucial information, warning you of
enemy attack, even giving you strategic tips.
You've got to hear it to believe it!

ITEM #JCAA

Bowling

Hockey

Ten frames of championship bowling skill.
Select the ball weight you prefer. Decide how
"slick" you want the alley. Up to four players
can vie for a 300-score. The crowd loves ill
But the strikes and spares are never easy, so
bring your skill along.
ITEM #JACL
$17.95

Experience all the excitement of a fast
moving game. Passing, goal tending, slapshots, a ricochetting puck and non-stop
action . The computer counts down the
seconds as you skate to a victory! Penalty
box feature. Sophisticated graphics.
ITEM #JACM
$19.95

"a' order by phone. Call toll free (BOO) 661-8891
12

$34.95

Tron Solar Sailor

Bomb Squad

With the help of electronic voices, seek out
and destroy the evil Master Control Program.
5 voices, 2 screens.
ITEM #JCAE
$19.95

Noises heighten tension in a race against time
as you attempt to disarm the terrorist bomb
before it destroys the city. 3 voices, 3 screens.
ITEM #JCAD
$19 .95

B-17 Bomber

Space Spartans

Steer your way through enemy flak and planes
on a World War II bombing mission . 3 voices, 10
screens.
ITEM #JCAB
$19 .95

Hostile aliens have your starship under attack.
As commander, the lives of your entire crew rest
squarely in your hands. 4 voices, 2 screens.
ITEM #JCAC
$19 .95

.....------FREE INTELLIVOICE CARTRIDGE-----SPECIAL OFFER when you purchase
3 lntelllvolce cartridges, you get the 4th lntelllvolce cartridge absolutely freel
13

WIN
YOUR
WAY

into the VIDEO
HALL OF FAME with
these ATARI and
ACTIVISION Classics
for your

INtELLiViSiON®
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Stampede
Test your cowpunching skills. It takes fancy
ropin' and expert ridin' to herd these stampeding
calves. Saddle up and hang onto your hat.
ITEM #JAAT
$19.95

·~-

Pac-Man

Worm Whomper

The refinements of dot chomping lead to high
scores as hungry Pac-Man avoids ambush by
vicarious goblins. All the fun and excitement of
the real arcade version!
ITEM #JAAP
$29.95

Hundreds of hungry, agricultural pests are
about to zero in on your crop of Golden Sweet
Corn . The situation is desperate. You're going to
have to spray like you've never sprayed before.
ITEM #JAAU
$19.95

Defender

Happy Trails

Landers, Bombers, Baiters, Pods and
Swarmers. The alien attack has come and
defeat at the hands of crazed invaders
threatens the Humanoids. The planet's only
hope is your spaceship, Defender.
ITEM #JAAQ
$24.95

Tarnation! Black Bart's robbed the stagecoach. •
Why, that varmint's makin' his getaway through ·
the Badlands. If you're fixin' to track him down, .
ya best learn the Laws of the West first!
ITEM #JAAV
$19.95

Centipede

Beamrider

An insidious invasion of multiplying insects
(Centipedes, Jumping Spiders, Poisonous
Scorpions and Frenzied Fleas) pose different
perils to the mushroom patch. Get out your Bug
Blaster and save that Fungus!
ITEM #JAAR
$24.95

Animated grai;hics and pulsating sound effects
surround you, the Beamrider, on your courageous journey to clear the 99 sectors of the
Restrictor Shield and save Earth's space
program.
ITEM #JAAW
$24.95

Pitfall

Dreadnaught Factor

Seek a king's ransom in gold, diamonds and
lost treasures as you travel with veteran jungle
explorer, Pitfall Harry, through one of the most
dangerous environments any one has ever
encountered.
ITEM #JAAS
$24.95

Zorban Dreadnaughts, the largest, most
heavily-armored battlecraft ever approach your
planet Terra. Piloting your sleek Hyperfighter
you must destroy this ultimate intergalactic
enemy, or face the end of civilization.
ITEM #JAAX
$24 .95
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